Tee Cseh Facilities and Inventory
Setting:

Secluded tent sites, campfire area, covered shelter with lockable storage room.
Excellent venue for Pathfinder Gold camps, pre-Soar camps and “Survivor” theme
camps. No electricity.

Sleeping:

20 people on main sites plus 8 on wilderness sites.

Facilities:

5 patrol boxes –see separate contents list
5 tent sites near shelter (bring own tents) (1 double site and 3 single sites) with tables.
5 tarps for kitchen shelters with some rope, poles, pegs and mallets
2 emergency tents, with poles and ground sheets.
Covered shelter with woodstove, 3 burner stove, 2 picnic and 1 side table.
2 outdoor toilets
Exclusive use of fridge on Si Yay Lum
1 firepit per tent site plus 1 large fire pit with log seats.
Water tap and liquid disposal pit (LDP)

Site Supplies: 1 roll plastic for emergency use (in rafters)
Stored in
1 air horn and 2 fire extinguishers
locked
8 long shelter poles (more in tool shed, bring own rope)
shelter
Propane stove and tank (bring additional stoves and fuel)
Dowelling for gadgets (bring own string)
Plastic lat cleaning pail, 2 flip & drip containers, soap dish & rubber gloves.
Canadian flag (in white plastic container)
Flagpole pole (stored under eaves behind woodstove)
Half barrel and stand with large grill (BBQ) (outside shelter)
1 axe & hatchet (keep in scabbards when not in use) & wedge (behind 3 burner stove).
Red tool tin with pliers, extra mantles, fuel funnel, tacks etc (on counter)
1 large water storage container and 2 bailers.
5 blackened pots for use on fires (on counter –do not put in patrol boxes)
5 Coleman lanterns –bring your own white gas.
5 brooms plus 2 small brushes & 2 dustpans for tent cleaning
2 old brooms stored in lats – for use only in lats
Inner screen for LDP (bring own J cloths) and lime bin for lats
2 grass clippers, 10 mallets, 1 hammers
4 folding chairs & 3 TV trays (for dishwashing or?)
Company cooking supplies: griddle, 1 large metal serving bowl, 2 large pots, 1 large
juice jug, large coffee pot, 3 trays, 2 roasting pans, large cookie sheet (all on counter or
in leaders box).
Site Supplies: Green wooden chest containing 4 small grills & assorted bowls for crafts or beach use.
Stored in
3 red handled blackened washtubs for use on fire pits and 1 ash pot with 2 handles.
tool shed
5 large grills for barrel
11 fire buckets
2 buckets large pegs & 1bucket smaller tent pegs
About 17 shelter poles
1 pick axe, 1 pitchfork, 2 buck saws, 6 rakes
2 long handled shovels & 1 trenching spade.
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Patrol Equipment: Each patrol box has 2 carry poles and stand, colour coded and containing:
3 pots, lids & 2 pot holders
Cast iron fry pan (never wash in water – scrape out and scrub with aluminum
foil and salt, then rub on a few drops of cooking oil)
Plastic juice jug
Coffee pot
3 mixing bowls
Measuring jug
Cookie sheet or round cake pan
8 x 8 square cake pan
2 plastic cutting boards
Plastic colander
4 each cups, glasses, plates & bowls
Personal wash basin & 3 dishwashing bowls (all on high shelf above )
Large bucket with lid for waste “grey” water
2 ice cream pails with lids for clean water
Drawer with cooking utensils :
2 small & 1 large serving spoons
Measuring spoons,
Ladle
Flipper
Potato masher
Egg beater (in most patrol boxes)
Whisk
Bread knife
Paring knife
Tongs
2 mixing spoons
Can opener
Puncture can opener
4 each knives, forks, spoons & teaspoons
Some cheese graters
Leaders’ box contains extras such as grater, spaghetti server, slotted spoon and
carving set.

Parking:

Space for 1 car on site near gate, others should be parked in parking lot off main
driveway near Nawilak

REMEMBER TO NOTIFY CARETAKER AT LEAST 24 HOURS IN ADVANCE OF YOUR
ESTIMATED ARRIVAL TIME AT CAMP
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Orientation for Tee Cseh: Checklist for Setting Up at Camp:
1. Check that the fire hose is in its place (never remove it except in an emergency); also the fire
extinguishers. One sits in the bracket on the shelter support; the other beside the shed door. Place
the air horn on the small shelf above the door. THESE ARE TO BE THE FIRST THINGS TAKEN
OUT OF THE SHELTER AND SECURED WHEN A CAMP GOES IN.
2. If the last camp left the emergency tents hanging in the shelter to dry, please roll them up, place
them in the stuff sacks, & return them to the top shelf corner above the green and blue patrol boxes.
3. Take out propane stove and tank and place in shelter away from the wall. Do NOT cook in the
lockable storage area. If propane runs out, a small tank is available from the caretaker.
4. Patrol boxes: chipped or cracked dishes, cups, broken wooden spoons, cutlery etc. that has lost its
plating or is rusted, should be disposed of and reported to the site manager (not caretaker).
5. Place filled fire buckets near each tent and fire pit, and also near the cook-shelter.
6. Find inner LDP screen – in shelter or in rafters. Cover the inner screen with a J cloth and place in
LDP.
7. Fill “flip & drips” and hang on hooks outside lats. Obtain more TP from caretaker as necessary.
8. Take garbage to dumpster after every meal to deter animals (do not leave garbage in the on-site
garbage can overnight).
9. Report any health or safety problems and empty propane tank to caretaker.
Checklist for Striking Camp:
1. Dismantle all gadgets, return gadget sticks to storage, remove & dispose of gadget string.
2. Are all areas around the campsite clean and free of refuse?
3. Sweep shelter including the storage room.
4. Clean the propane stove and return it and the tank to locked storage and cover.
5. Fire hose is rolled neatly and in place. Return fire extinguishers & horn locker floor (not counter)
6. Unused fire wood is returned to the woodshed to stay dry.
7. Clean brick stove out completely & place ashes in ash bucket. If ashes are cold, spread in the
forest. If warm, leave in woodshed for disposal by next camp. Ditto for campfire ashes.
8. Clean the lats, remove all sani-waste & close TP lids firmly to discourage rodents & odor. Add
one-half cup of lime (in plastic bin behind shed) down each lat every 2-3 days for long camps, or at
end of camp for weekend camps. Fasten lime bin lid securely.
9. Leave Liquid Disposal Pit clean and closed. Remove used J cloth and rinse inner screen. If dry,
screen can be stored in shelter. If wet, place in rafters in outer shelter.
10. Remove food from fridge on Si Yay Lum and wipe out shelves (its easy to forget this).
11. All shovels, rakes, etc. are in their proper places in the tool shed.
12. Ensure that the water tap is turned off, is not dripping & no soap is left on water tap support.
13. Patrol boxes: All cooking equipment must be thoroughly dry and properly stored in patrol boxes.
A checklist of patrol box equipment is in each of the boxes’ drawers.
A guider should check each patrol box used.
14. Close and lock shutters
15. Return any equipment borrowed from the Camp Olave caretaker and advise caretaker if propane
tank needs filling..
16. Complete orange comments sheet noting any problems and return it and the keys to the caretaker.
Repacking the storage shed:
Space is at a premium so put things back where you found them. When packing the shed, the patrol
box stands are on the top shelf with the tarps. The boxes are on the bottom shelf. Miscellaneous items
are on the middle counter. Put the patrol boxes back into the shelter in the correct colour order so that
they will fit! Put the blue one in first. The carrying handles for the patrol boxes are near the yellow
box. Many items in the box are colour coded to help you in identifying each piece as patrol equipment.
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Please make sure the shutters are closed and locked before you leave.
Shelter Tarps:
Each of the five sites has a kitchen shelter tarp with ropes attached to each corner. These tarps
are NOT to be put on the ground. Any additional ropes added to the tarps should be removed at the end
of the camp. The blue & white or yellow corner ropes are to remain on the tarps.
If the shelter tarps are wet when you are striking camp, they may be left hanging from ropes in
the outside shelter to dry. If dry, they are folded and stored on the upper shelf in the shed above green
patrol box.

Additional information if using the emergency tents:
There are two “8-man” nylon dome tents for emergency use only with some non functioning zippers. They hold 4-5 girls plus gear. Shoes/boots are NOT to be worn in the tents, but
for overnight may be placed inside the door. Pegs are in the tool shed. When striking camp, Guidersin-Charge should check tents for inside cleanliness and note any damage observed. The GIC should
note the tent number, complaint, and notify the site manager (NOT the caretaker) on returning home.
Storage of Wet Tents:
The nylon dome tents MUST NOT be rolled wet. Use the permanently installed ropes and
hooks inside the shed for drying wet tents/flies. Tents and flies MUST be hung after the patrol boxes
and all other items that need to be returned to the shed have been put in their correct place; i.e. the
tents are the last items to go in the shed. For security reasons, do not hang the tents outside in the
covered shelter area.
Hang the flies first. Wet flies should be hung from their center tie (top middle) on the ropes to
the right of the door (near the blue & green patrol boxes. These ropes are permanently installed and
must not be removed.
Tents that need drying should be hung at the left-hand end of the shed on the long “clothes
lines” which are provided. There are hooks on the end wall to release the clothesline so that tents can
be draped over them. The clotheslines are then re-hooked so that the tents are suspended above the
ground. Note: please be sure that the mesh side of the tent faces up so that the moisture can evaporate
through the mesh. Also, outer doors need to be left unzipped to expose the mesh screen. Screen doors
should be zipped shut.
Dry Tents:
If tents are completely dry when you strike camp, turn them inside out and shake out all sand,
dirt, etc. Roll them up with the fly and place them in the stuff sack (tent, fly and stuff sack of
corresponding numbers together). NOTE: Poles will not fit in the tent bags. Put poles into their own
stuff sacks and place them on the shelf in the shed beside the tent stuff sacks. Wipe dirt off tent pegs
and place them in the peg bucket and return to the tool shed.
Ground sheets:
Ground sheets have been cut to size for the tents. Place them on the ground outside the tents.
Remember to tuck under any plastic extending beyond the tents to prevent rain pooling on them.
When striking camp, sweep and fold ground sheets and place them under the tent stuff sacks.
Wet ground sheets are left hanging over the ropes in the outside shelter to dry.
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